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CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change: The 2015 Paris
Agreement thresholds and
Mediterranean basin ecosystems
Joel Guiot1* and Wolfgang Cramer2

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Paris Agreement of

December 2015 aims to maintain the global average warming well below 2°C above the

preindustrial level. In the Mediterranean basin, recent pollen-based reconstructions of climate

and ecosystem variability over the past 10,000 years provide insights regarding the

implications of warming thresholds for biodiversity and land-use potential. We compare

scenarios of climate-driven future change in land ecosystems with reconstructed ecosystem

dynamics during the past 10,000 years. Only a 1.5°C warming scenario permits ecosystems to

remain within the Holocene variability. At or above 2°C of warming, climatic change will

generate Mediterranean land ecosystem changes that are unmatched in the Holocene, a

period characterized by recurring precipitation deficits rather than temperature anomalies.

T
he United Nations Framework Conven-

tion on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris

Agreement of December 2015 aims “to

hold the increase in the global average

temperature to below 2°C above prein-

dustrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the

temperature increase to 1.5°C.…” For many re-

gions of the world, achieving the global 2°C

target would still imply substantially higher av-

erage temperatures, with daily maxima reach-

ing extreme values (1). Recent ~1°C warming

has caused damage in many systems already

today (2). The degree to which future damage

could be avoided by ambitious warming thresh-

olds is uncertain. Regional temperatures in the

Mediterranean basin are now ~1.3°C higher than

during 1880–1920, compared with an increase of

~0.85°C worldwide (Fig. 1). The difference be-

tween (global) warming of 1.5° and >2°C above

preindustrial levels is critically important for

adaptation policies in the Mediterranean region,

notably with respect to land-use systems and the

conservation of biodiversity. Simulations with im-

pact models have shed some light on the risks

and sensitivities to climate change, but they face

limitations when applied at the regional scale

and for low levels of warming (3).

To assess the regional effects of different Paris

Agreement thresholds for theMediterranean ba-

sin, the Holocene reconstruction of spatiotemporal

ecosystem dynamics from pollen allows the de-

velopment of reliable scenarios of climate-driven

change in land ecosystems (4). Despite the effects

of human land use, broader-scale past ecosystem

dynamics have been mostly driven by regional

climate change.

Mediterranean basin ecosystems are a hot

spot of the world’s biodiversity (5) and supply

numerous services to people, including clean

water, flood protection, carbon storage, and re-

creation. Thus, the broad-scale vulnerability of

ecosystems to climate change can be used as

an indicator of the importance of the warming

thresholds identified by the Paris Agreement

for the environment and human well-being. Giv-

en the confidence with which past ecosystems

and climate change can be reconstructed from

numerous pollen profiles, the development and

validation of more reliable numerical models for

the ecosystem-climate relationship have become

possible. We apply such an approach to future

climate conditions, using simulations from the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase

5 (CMIP5) for three different greenhouse gas

(GHG) forcings [see table S2 and (6) for details].

An analysis of the annual mean temperatures for

these three scenarios for all climate models at

the global and Mediterranean scale, an obser-

vational time series, and a spatiotemporal his-

torical reconstruction at the Mediterranean scale

(Fig. 1) indicate that (i) the projected warming

in the Mediterranean basin exceeds the global

trend for most simulations; (ii) the first decade

of the 21st century has already surpassed the

Holocene temperature variability; (iii) the global

warming, but also the regional warming, is ap-

proximately a linear function of the CO2 con-

centration; and (iv) only a few simulations provide

global warming lower than 2°C at the end of

the 21st century.

Mediterranean land ecosystems are sensitive

not only to warming but also to changes in wa-

ter availability. Even if past variations in precip-

itation and their projections for the future are

spatially more heterogeneous than temperature

fields (7), for most scenarios, the changes in both

fields will combine to reduce water availability

and trigger losses of Mediterranean ecosystems

and their biodiversity during the coming decades

(8–10). During the Holocene (especially in the

second half of this epoch), periods of precipita-

tion deficits have occurred, but in contrast to

the 21st-century situation, temperatures did not

rise above the present average (Fig. 1) (4). These

periods of precipitation deficits [~6 to ~5.2, ~4.2

to ~4, and ~3.1 to ~2.9 thousand years before the

present (yr B.P.)] have been identified as possible
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causes of declines or collapses in civilization in

the eastern Mediterranean region (11–13). A re-

cent study (14) has attributed important crop

failures in Syria to two strong drought episodes—

characterized by a lack of precipitation (reduced

by up to 30% in the 6-month winter season) and

high temperatures (warming of 0.5° to 1.0°C in

the annual mean relative to the 20th-century

average)—in the eastern Mediterranean between

1998 and 2010. The 1998–2012 period was the

driest of the last 500 years (15). Even if societal

factors have likely been the primary causes of

these crises (16, 17), Holocene droughts and the

associated variability in land productivity may

have also played a role, indicating the potential

effect of climate change on agriculture-based

economies.

To relate the past variability of climate and

ecosystems with possible future conditions, we

use the process-based ecosystem model BIOME4

(6), which, when compared with correlation

techniques, allows a more reliable reconstruc-

tion of past climate-vegetation equilibria. Di-

rect human impacts, such as the cultivation of

crops or degradation processes, are not taken

into account. For the Holocene, BIOME4 was

inverted to generate gridded climate patterns

by time steps of 100 years and associated eco-

systems (“biomes”) from pollen records (4). For

the future, the forward application of the same

model yields ecosystem distributions from cli-

mate projections (6). The limitations of a rel-

atively simple ecosystem model are largely offset

by two factors. First, this method directly relates

the physical environment, including its seasonal

variability, and atmospheric CO2 to plant pro-

cesses and thereby avoids the strong assump-

tions made by niche models (18). Second, past

observations are analyzed with the same process-

based model that is used for the future projec-

tions, thus providing a more coherent framework

for the assessment.

Figure 2 indicates reconstructed and estimated

shifts in the distribution of major Mediterranean

biomes (temperate conifer forest, deciduous forest,

warm mixed forest, xerophytic shrubland, and

steppe) over time for the past and future, relative

to their current distribution. During the Holocene,

only up to 15% of the land has had different

ecosystems from those existing today at any

moment. The 10% level was exceeded only dur-

ing eight 100-year time slices, and all of these

periods occurred before 4200 yr B.P. All of these

were relatively humid periods, which became

less frequent after this date (4). The past four

millennia, and notably the past century, were

generally dry compared with the first half of the

Holocene.

The future is represented by the following

three classes of simulated time-space fields

466 28 OCTOBER 2016 • VOL 354 ISSUE 6311 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 1. Annual temperature change (from the

preindustrial mean) versus CO2 atmospheric

concentrations. Colored boxes represent the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change RCP scenar-

ios for 2010–2100 (25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles):

RCP2.5 (green), RCP4.5 (orange), and RCP8.5 (red).

Solid blue circles with vertical bars concern the

same three scenarios for the Mediterranean region

(10°W to 45°E, 28°N to 48°N). For the Holocene,

the blue circles with cyan error bars (1s) are derived

from climate reconstructions from pollen for each

century from 10,000 to 100 yr B.P. by steps of

100 years (4) (the variability is multiplied by a factor

of 3 to account for the fact that the time resolution

is 100 years instead of 10-year averages for the

scenarios). The vertical bars represent the ±1 SDs

provided by the reconstruction method.The medium-

sized 1901–2009 circles are the Climatic Research

Unit TS3.1 gridded observations (20) averaged in the

same area and smoothed with a time step of 10 years.

The vertical bars represent the corresponding SDs.

The horizontal lines indicate the preindustrial mean

temperature and the three thresholds referred to in

the Paris Agreement (1.5°, 2°, and 3°C). The black

regression line is based on the three global scenar-

ios. ppmv, parts per million by volume.

Fig. 2. Proportion of grid cells with a biome change relative to the preindustrial period for the

Mediterranean area (10°W to 45°E, 28°N to 48°N). The horizontal axis represents the time scale,

in years before the present (20th century) for the past (negative numbers) and in years after the

present (CE 2000–2010) for the future (positive numbers). Holocene biomes (in black) are based on

reconstructions from pollen data (4). Colored lines are given by the BIOME4 model as applied to the

RCP projections (see text). Horizontal lines represent the 50th, 80th, 90th, and 99th percentiles of the

Holocene values.The colored areas illustrate the interquartile interval provided by the intermodel variability.
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of temperature and rainfall, which are derived

from the CMIP5 project (table S2): Represent-

ative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) (22

simulations), RCP4.5 (23 simulations), and RCP2.6

(16 simulations). RCP2.6 approximates the 2°C

target. To assess the 1.5°C target, we created a

fourth class (denoted RCP2.6L) from selected

CMIP5 scenarios [see (6) for details]. Up to

2030, all four classes generate similar ecosystem

distributions and generally remain within the

bounds of Holocene fluctuations. By the end of

the 21st century, RCP2.6L remains in the range

of the 80th and 99th percentiles of the Holo-

cene, whereas RCP2.6 simulates Mediterranean

ecosystems as they were during the most extreme

period of the Holocene (at 4700 yr B.P.), with a

change of 12 to 15%.

The limits of the Mediterranean vegetation

types defined by biogeographers (19) broadly

coincide with our simulated warm mixed forest

biome (Fig. 3A), with the following two excep-

tions: (i) Simulated warm mixed forests also ex-

tend to the Atlantic Ocean in the west of France,

indicating the inability of BIOME4 to distinguish

Atlantic pine forests, and (ii) the narrow strip of

Mediterranean vegetation on the Libyan and

Egyptian coast, which is below the spatial reso-

lution of our climatic data. The reconstruction

for the period of the Holocene (4700 yr B.P.) (Fig.

3B) with the greatest difference from today (Fig.

3A) shows that the main differences are related

to the further regression of forested areas in the

southern Mediterranean associated with expand-

ing desert areas.

Simulations for the RCP2.6L and RCP2.6 sce-

narios do not change biome distributions much

at the end of the 21st century (Fig. 3, D to E).

However, for the same period, the RCP4.5 sce-

nario induces desert extension toward North

Africa, the regression of alpine forests, and

the extension of Mediterranean sclerophyllous

vegetation. Under the RCP8.5 scenario, all of

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 28 OCTOBER 2016 • VOL 354 ISSUE 6311 467

Fig. 3. Mediterranean biome maps. Distribution of Mediterranean biomes (A) reconstructed (rec) from pollen for the present; (B) reconstructed from pollen

for 4700 yr B.P.; (C) simulated by the BIOME4 model for the present; and (D to G) for scenarios RCP2.6L, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5, respectively, at the

end of the 21st century. For the simulations, each point indicates the most frequent biome in the ensemble of CMIP5 climate simulations. Map (H) indicates, for

each point, the number of scenarios different from the simulated present. Yellow areas indicate when only RCP8.5 is different; orange areas denote when

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 are different; red areas indicate when RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5 are different; and blue circles mark areas in which the biome type at

4700 yr B.P. is different from the present biome type.
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southern Spain turns into desert, deciduous

forests invade most of the mountains, and Me-

diterranean vegetation replaces most of the

deciduous forests in a large part of the Mediter-

ranean basin. Figure 3H illustrates the variation

from areas without any changes, regardless of

scenario (stable white areas), to areas in which

changes from scenario RCP2.6 already appear

(red areas). As expected, the most-sensitive areas

are those located at the limit between two biomes—

for example, in the mountains at the transition

between temperate and montane forest or in the

southern Mediterranean at the transition between

forest and desert biomes. The map for 4700 yr

B.P., in which the past changes were among the

highest (Fig. 3B), has the largest changes in the

southwest, eastern steppe areas, and the moun-

tains, but these changes are relatively sparse.

Our analysis shows that, in approximately one

century, anthropogenic climate change without

ambitious mitigation policies will likely alter

ecosystems in the Mediterranean in a way that

is without precedent during the past 10 millen-

nia. Despite known uncertainties in climate

models, GHG emission scenarios at the level

of country commitments before the UNFCCC

Paris Agreement will likely lead to the sub-

stantial expansion of deserts in much of south-

ern Europe and northern Africa. The highly

ambitious RCP2.6 scenario seems to be the only

possible pathway toward more limited impacts.

Only the coldest RCP2.6L simulations, which

correspond broadly to the 1.5°C target of the

Paris Agreement, allow ecosystem shifts to re-

main inside the limits experienced during the

Holocene.

This analysis does not account for other hu-

man impacts on ecosystems, in addition to cli-

mate change (i.e., land-use change, urbanization,

soil degradation, etc.), which have grown in

importance after the mid-Holocene and have

become dominant during the past centuries.

Many of these effects are likely to become even

stronger in the future because of the expand-

ing human population and economic activity.

Most land change processes reduce natural veg-

etation or they seal or degrade the soils, repre-

senting additional effects on ecosystems, which

will enhance, rather than dampen, the biome

shifts toward a drier state than estimated by

this analysis. This assessment shows that, with-

out ambitious climate targets, the potential for

future managed or unmanaged ecosystems to

host biodiversity or deliver services to society is

likely to be greatly reduced by climate change

and direct local effects.
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Xist recruits the X chromosome to the
nuclear lamina to enable
chromosome-wide silencing
Chun-Kan Chen,1 Mario Blanco,1 Constanza Jackson,1 Erik Aznauryan,1

Noah Ollikainen,1 Christine Surka,1 Amy Chow,1 Andrea Cerase,2

Patrick McDonel,3 Mitchell Guttman1*

The Xist long noncoding RNA orchestrates X chromosome inactivation, a process that entails

chromosome-wide silencing and remodeling of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the

X chromosome. Yet, it remains unclear whether these changes in nuclear structure are

mediated by Xist and whether they are required for silencing. Here, we show that Xist directly

interacts with the Lamin B receptor, an integral component of the nuclear lamina, and that

this interaction is required for Xist-mediated silencing by recruiting the inactive X to the

nuclear lamina and by doing so enables Xist to spread to actively transcribed genes across

the X. Our results demonstrate that lamina recruitment changes the 3D structure of DNA,

enabling Xist and its silencing proteins to spread across the X to silence transcription.

T
he Xist long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) ini-

tiates X chromosome inactivation (XCI), a

process that entails chromosome-wide tran-

scriptional silencing (1) and large-scale re-

modeling of the three-dimensional (3D)

structure of the X chromosome (2–4), by spread-

ing across the future inactive X chromosome

and excluding RNA polymerase II (PolII) (1, 5).

Xist initially localizes to genomic DNA regions

on the X chromosome that are not actively tran-

scribed (6–8), before spreading to actively tran-

scribed genes (7–9). Deletion of a highly conserved

region of Xist that is required for transcrip-

tional silencing, called the A-repeat (10), leads to

a defect in Xist spreading (7) and spatial ex-

clusion of active genes from the Xist-coated nu-

clear compartment (9). Whether these structural

changes are required for, or merely a conse-

quence of, transcriptional silencing mediated

by the A-repeat of Xist remains unclear (7, 9).

Recently, we and others identified by means

of mass spectrometry the proteins that inter-

act with Xist (11–13). One of these proteins is

the Lamin B receptor (LBR) (11, 13), a trans-

membrane protein that is anchored in the

inner nuclear membrane, binds to Lamin B,
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thelikely over the next century to produce ecosystems in the Mediterranean basin that have no analog in 
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Materials and Methods 

The reconstruction of Holocene climate and biomes (4) is based on the process-based 

equilibrium terrestrial biosphere model BIOME4 (21), which has been used in numerous 

regional to global scale studies (22). This model predicts structure and productivity of broad-

scale land ecosystems from monthly temperature and rainfall values and annual CO2 

concentration. It uses a photosynthesis scheme that simulates acclimation of plants to changed 

atmospheric CO2 by optimization of nitrogen allocation to foliage and by accounting for the 

effects of CO2 on net assimilation, stomatal conductance, leaf area index (LAI) and ecosystem 

water balance. BIOME4 is based on sufficiently simple descriptions of ecophysiological 

processes to allow broad-scale application. It represents substantial advantages over niche-

models because it has not been tuned to reproduce present-day potential vegetation, but rather 

to simulate correctly the main processes underlying the potential vegetation distribution 

which are assumed to have been similar throughout the Holocene. BIOME4 does not account 

for human land use.  

The inputs of the model are monthly average / total values of temperature, precipitation and 

cloudiness percentage, atmospheric CO2 concentration, and (static) soil texture. The outputs 

include net primary production (NPP) of each of the potentially occurring 13 plant functional 

types (PFT), and the corresponding ‘biome type’, from a set of 28 broad categories (Table 

S1). To obtain a robust classification of ecosystem types suitable for the analysis of 

Mediterranean vegetation, compatible with current biogeographical knowledge of potential 

natural vegetation in the region (23), the 28 biome types provided by BIOME4 were 

aggregated into 11 groups (Table S1).  

For the Holocene, pollen records from a large number of sources, initially percentages of a 

number of taxa (which can be species, genera or families according to possibilities of 

morphological differentiation), are grouped into pollen plant functional types (PFT) scores 

according to the “biomization” method adapted by (24). Using these data, BIOME4 is run in 

inverse mode, i.e. a large number of randomized climate conditions are tried at each time step 

and for each grid cell. For each of these, the NPP of all 13 PFT’s is compared to PFT scores 

calculated from pollen (4). The climate conditions for which the simulated NPP matches best 

with the pollen-derived PFTs scores provide the reconstruction and hence the corresponding 

biome type. The atmospheric CO2 concentration is provided by the ice cores at Taylor Dome, 

Antarctica (25) and the soil parameters are kept to the present values. Since the spatio-

temporal patterns reflected by pollen diagrams are also influenced by historic land use, the 

reconstruction also reflects direct human impacts on ecosystems, however this effect is 

assumed to be relatively minor for most of the Holocene. Model outputs in this study are 

gridded climate and biome types on a coarse grid of 2° in latitude and 4° in longitude. To 

allow for direct comparison of reconstructed and projected biome patterns, we have 

interpolated the reconstructions to a common 1°x1° resolution. 

For future projections, we use BIOME4 in forward mode, i.e. scenarios from climate 

simulations under different scenarios are used as inputs yielding the biome type generated by 

this climate. We use temperature and rainfall outputs from climate models assembled in 

CMIP5 (26), forced by three greenhouse gas radiative forcing (Representative Concentration 

Pathways, RCP) (27). RCP8.5 (GHG radiative forcing <8.5 W/m
2) is the “business as usual” 

scenario. RCP4.5 corresponds to policies to maintain GHG radiative forcing below 4.5 W/m
2
 

and approximates the effort of mitigation contained in the intended nationally determined 

contributions (INDC) proposed by the governments at the Paris COP21. RCP2.6 corresponds 

to more ambitious mitigation policies, with a GHG radiative forcing constrained to remain 
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below 2.6 W/m
2
. It is the only one able to limit the global warming to 2 °C. Constrained by 

the availability of simulation outputs in the CMIP5 archive, we use between 16 and 23 

simulations performed by 13 climate modeling centers (Table S2). We also use for BIOME4 

the atmospheric CO2 concentrations related to these scenarios. 

To correct for climate model bias and differences in spatial resolution, we use anomalies 

(projection minus control) of monthly temperature and precipitation values from all 

simulations. The anomalies are interpolated to a common grid of 1x1° of longitude and 

latitude (2997 land grid cells for the Mediterranean basin) and then added to the present 

climate normal given by the CRU TS 3.23 data file (20). Climate projections from 2010 to 

2100 are used as decadal monthly averages. 

The mean global temperature simulated for the last 21
st
 century decade under the RCP2.6 

scenario is about 2 °C above the pre-industrial temperature (Fig. 1). Among the simulations 

available, only two keep global warming below 1.5°C throughout the 21
st
 century. To be able 

to calculate uncertainties based on realistic inter-model dispersion, we have constructed an 

additional low-warming scenario with variability comparable to the three RCP groups by 

selecting from all other 16 simulations those decades for which global warming happens to be 

lower than 1.5 °C. Assuming that the effect of changes in time-lagged systems such as large-

scale ocean circulations are negligible (3), we adopt the following procedure: (i) for each 

decade of the 21
st
 century, we build a theoretical Gaussian probability distribution N(1.2 °C, 

Sk) of the global mean temperature anomaly where Sk is the standard deviation of the 16 

global temperature simulations for decade k; (ii) we then sample a large number (say 1000) 

values from this distribution; (iii) each of these 1000 values is approximated by the closest 

simulation from the 16 original simulations of the ten decades. This provides a set of 1000 

simulations compatible with the +1.5 °C threshold called RCP2.6L, which will be used for 

calculating the most probable biome in each grid cell.  

BIOME4 is driven by monthly temperature and precipitation fields interpolated from climate 

model simulations; the monthly cloudiness (%) fields are calculated by linear regression from 

the temperature and precipitation values (28); the soil parameters are kept to the present 

values. We use the CO2 atmospheric concentration time-series used by CMIP5 (27). High 

levels of CO2 enable to enhance photosynthesis and to increase the water use efficiency of the 

vegetation. These processes, not discussed here, are taken into account in the future 

projections of biome type distribution, as they may partly compensate the increase of 

evapotranspiration projected for the future. Examples of biome maps are given in Fig. 3.  

To estimate the magnitude of the effect of climatic change on the aggregated 11 ecosystem 

types, we calculate the number of biome type changes across the 2997 grid cells for each of 

the model simulations relative to the estimated current distribution, i.e. the simulation at 

2000-2010 by RCP2.6 for the future scenarios (Fig.3A) and the reconstruction based on the 

CRU TS 3.23 climate field (Fig. 3E). The time-series of biome changes are given in Fig. 2: 

the Holocene changes by steps of 100 years for the past (10,000 to 0 years BP) and the future 

changes by steps of 10 years for the future (0 to 100 years after Present). 

The uncertainties on the projections are restricted to the dispersion between the climate 

simulations which are directly propagated to the proportions of biome type changes. There is 

no possibility to take into account the deviations between the mean climate simulation and the 

true climate, nor those between simulated and true vegetation. For the Holocene, the method 

enables to calculate the uncertainties on the climate reconstructions (see the error bars for the 

annual temperature in Fig. 1), but not on the biome type. We assume that the temporal 

variability of the biome type changes is a better estimate of the biome uncertainty than the 

within grid cell variability. 
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Fig. 3 illustrates this design. The maps have a resolution of 1°x1°. Fig. 3A is obtained from 

BIOME4 inversion based on present day (last century) pollen data. Fig. 3B is obtained in the 

same way for the pollen data on the 4650-4750 yr BP time slice. The grid cells where the 

biome type has changed between both periods are indicated with blue circles in Fig. 3H. The 

changes are mainly in Northern Africa at the interface of the desert and in the mountains areas 

of Near East, Anatolia, the Balkans and the Alps. Fig. 3C represents the biome distribution 

simulated by BIOME4 from present climate. The main difference with the pollen 

reconstruction in Fig. 3A is that BIOME4 simulates temperate deciduous forest in many areas 

where are reconstructed warm mixed forest from pollen. This is likely due to an 

overrepresentation of pine pollen in pollen data. Fig. 3D, 3E, 3F and 3G are forward biome 

simulations by BIOME4 from climate projections at the end of the 21
st
 century. The four 

maps shows the gradient between a “1.5 °C world” to a “4 °C world” with a progressive 
extension of deserts and a regression of cool and alpine forest. This is summarized by Fig. 

3H, which shows that the proportion of grid cells with a biome change is relatively low with 

RCP2.6L scenario (7% in red), increasing to 13% (in orange) with RCP2.6, to 17% (in 

yellow) with RCP4.5 and to 31% (in yellow) with RCP8.5.  

 

Table S1.  

Correspondence between the biome types simulated by BIOME4 and the aggregated biome 

types used in this study 

 

N° BIOME4 type Aggregated biome type 

1 Tropical evergreen forest, tropical semi-deciduous 

forest, tropical deciduous forest/woodland, temperate 

broadleaved savannah 

Tropical forest 

2 Temperate deciduous forest, temperate conifer forest Temperate deciduous forest 

3 Warm mixed forest, temperate xerophytic shrubland, 

temperate sclerophyll woodland 

Warm mixed forest 

4 Cool mixed forest Cool mixed forest 

5 Cool conifer forest, open conifer woodland Cool conifer forest 

6 Evergreen taiga/montane forest, deciduous 

taiga/montane forest, cold mixed forest, boreal parkland 

Alpine forest (taiga) 

7 Tropical grassland, tropical savannah Tropical steppes 

8 Desert, tropical xerophytic shrubland Desert 

9 Temperate grassland Temperate steppes 

10 Steppe tundra, shrub tundra, dwarf shrub tundra, 

prostrate shrub tundra, cushion forb lichen moss tundra 

Alpine meadows (tundra) 

11 Barren, land ice Barren soil, ice 
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Table S2.  

CMIP5 simulations (code of model, institute name); crosses indicate if the model is used for 

the scenario. 

Model Institute RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 
bcc-csm1-1 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration X X X 
bcc-csm1-1-m Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration X X X 
CanESM2 Canadian Centre for Climate modelling, Canada X X X 
CESM1-BGC Community Earth System Model Contributors, NSF-DOE-

NCAR, USA 
 X  

CESM1-CAM5 Community Earth System Model Contributors, NSF-DOE-

NCAR, USA 
 X  

CMCC-CM Centro Euro-Med per Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy  X X 
CMCC-CMS Centro Euro-Med per Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy  X X 
CMCC-CESM Centro Euro-Med per Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy   X 
CNRM-CM5 Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques / Centre 

Européen de Recherche et Formation Avancée en Calcul 

Scientifique, France 

X X X 

GFDL-CM3 NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA X X  
GISS-E2-H NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA X X  
GISS-E2-H-CC NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA  X X 
GISS-E2-R NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA X X X 
GISS-E2-R-CC NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA   X 
HadGEM2-AO Met-Office – Hadley Center, UK X X X 
HadGEM2-CC Met-Office – Hadley Center, UK  X  
HadGEM2-ES Met-Office – Hadley Center, contributed by Instituto Nacional 

de Pesquisas Espaciais, Spain 
X  X 

HadGEM2-ES-

CC 

Met-Office – Hadley Center, contributed by Instituto Nacional 

de Pesquisas Espaciais, Spain 
   

inmcm4 Inst. For Numerical Mathematics, Russia  X X 
IPSL-CM5A-LR Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France X X X 
IPSL-CM5A-

MR 

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France X X X 

IPSL-CM5B-LR Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France  X X 
MPI-ESM-LR Max-Planck Inst. für Meteorologie, Germany X X X 
MPI-ESM-MR Max-Planck Inst. für Meteorologie, Germany X X X 
MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan X X X 
MRI-ESM1 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan   X 
NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre X X X 
NorESM1-ME Norwegian Climate Centre X X X 

Nb 

simulations 

 16 23 22 
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